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Shangri-la

Stock #12013-28
OASIS GREEN
45" Pintuck

Stock #12013-29
OASIS GREEN
45" Pintuck

Stock #12013-32
OASIS GREEN
54" Herringbone

Stock #11033-11
IVORY
108" Quilt Backing

Stock #11033-23
OASIS GREEN
108" Quilt Backing

Stock #3883-23
OASIS GREEN
Lost Horizon

Stock #3880-21
Tonal Ivory
Utopia

Stock #3883-11
IVORY
Lost Horizon

Stock #3881-21
IVORY
108" Quilt Backing

Stock #3881-23
IVORY - OASIS GREEN
Refuge

Stock #3881-23C
OASIS GREEN
45" Coated

Stock #12013-33
OASIS GREEN / IVORY
54" Herringbone

Stock #11032-21
IVORY
54" Quilt Backing

Stock #11033-21
IVORY
54" Quilt Backing

Stock #12013-28
IVORY
45" Pintuck

Stock #12013-29
IVORY
45" Pintuck
Delivery: September, 2007

- Asst. 3880-10  10 Yards Each – Prints
- Asst. 3880-15  15 Yards Each – Prints
- Asst. 12013-12  12 Yards Each – Wovens
- Asst. KIT3880
- 3880AB Bundle: 50 Skus
- 3880PP 5”x5” Squares – Pk 25
- 3880JR Jellyroll – (40)2½”x45” Strips – Pk 4
- 12013AB Bundle: 17 Skus
- 12013PP 5”x5” Squares – Pk 25

Woven Bundles and Charm Packs contain only silky cottons.

- KIT3880 – includes fabric, pattern & binding
- MP213 Swatches Pattern – Pk 3
- JRT11 Jelly Roll Kit – Min. 3

Skus:  Prints: 50  Silky Cottons: 17
145” Double Face Quilts: 4
108” Quilt Backs: 9  45” Coated: 3
Pintuck: 4  Herringbone: 7
Printed Velvet: 7  Patchwork: 1
Content: 44”-45” and 54” 100% Cotton